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Addressing global justice in education is complex and multi-faceted:
what if the systems that create our sense of prosperity and that give
us hope, enjoyment and a sense of safety are both inherently violent
and unsustainable? Facing the magnitude of the task of enabling a
world without violent and unsustainable relations requires more than
a change of values, narratives, convictions or protocols: it requires an
interruption of conscious and unconscious harmful desires hidden
behind promises of entitlements and securities that people hold on
to, particularly when they are afraid of pain, loss, scarcity and
belittlement. This presentation offers a snapshot of the work of the
arts/research collective “Gesturing Towards Decolonial Futures”,
which addresses these questions and focuses on enabling healthier
possibilities of (co)existence that are viable, but are
unthinkable/unimaginable within our dominant frames of reference.

The talk is on Zoom

Meeting ID: 673 5002 1037

Passcode: 322200
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Vanessa de Oliveira Andreotti holds a Canada Research

Chair in Race, Inequalities and Global Change, at the

Department of Educational Studies, University of British

Columbia in Vancouver, Canada. She has extensive

experience working across sectors internationally in areas of

education related to global justice, sustainability, community

engagement, Indigenous knowledge systems and

internationalization. Her research focuses on analyses of

historical and systemic patterns of reproduction of knowledge

and inequalities and how these mobilize global imaginaries

that limit or enable different possibilities for (co)existence and

global change. She is currently directing research projects

and teaching initiatives related to social innovation oriented

towards decolonial futures (decolonialfutures.net and
blogs.ubc.ca/earthcare).
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